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�dente

di

tween those of the paddle-wheel and screw

forms of propellers, and from them, in a great

rection, entered the water in the usual way.

propeller.

measure, may be traced those in use to-day.

Sharpley (1856) substituted for the wheel

and cargo inside a hollow drum, with floats

and floats a drum carrying a spiral rib.

outside, that propelled it as the drum re

being turned at an angle in the opposite

Both

these last two methods tend to propel the ves
Notes on the Progress of the Paddle and
Screw.-No.2.

It appears that Denis Papin, in 1690, first

sel in a line inclined to the shaft, and, in this

proposed to use steam to work paddle-wheels.

volved.

war boat

screens work the wheels within.
of

some of the

B. Oldest

drawing of a paddle-wheet boat-Yalturius,

In accordance with our promise we now
present illustrations

(600

Soldiers behind the tiger-head

1472.

older

C. Boat propelled by

oxen turning

JJ

\,�

ing in steam cylinders by atmospheric pres
Savery,

A. C hinese paddle-wheel
years ago).

/� .

A rack-work was moved by pistons descend
sure.

be-

respect, their operation is intermediate

BellfON (1853) put the engine

in 1702, scarcely ventured

with timidity to suggest the use of his steam
engine for the purpose, but it is asserted in a
French work that Papin, in 1707, actually
propelled a vessel on the Fulda by Savery's
engine.
The first patent relating to a steamboat is
that of Jonathan Hulls, in 1736.

He placed

a paddle-wheel on beams projecting over the
stern, and it was turned by an lLtmospheric
steam engine, a,cting in conjunction with a
counterpoise weight, upon a system of ropes
and grooved wheels.
The C omte d'Auxiron a n d M. Perrier are
stated to have used a padd le-wheel steamboat
in 1774, but the notices of these and of other
early experiments are very vague, not con
temporaneous, or on doubtful authority. Des
blancs, in 1782, sent a model to the Conser

111'

vatoire (still there) of a vessel in which an
endless chain o(floats
tal steam angine.

is turned by a horizon

tb

The first notice I can find of a successful

I

trial of the steam boa t recorded by witnesses,

8,- == �--

is in a notarial certificate, which I lately in
spected in Paris.

_

, - .---'-...::.;

This asserts that in July,

1783, the Comte de Jouffroy caused a vessel
of 130 feet in length to be propelled for a
quarter of an hour by a steam engine upon

paddle-wheels-ditto.

the Saone, near Lyons.

steam engine-Papin, 1690.

D.

The first marine

hours are miserably spent, everyone feels un

portions guttlL percha, or other elastic fins or

E. First patent

comfortable in the knowledge of a " scene"

wings, in such a manner as to cause the water

F. First work

yet to come, and the unhappy matron has re

to impinge and act upon the inclined surfaces

time, at Dalswinton, in Scotland, by Patrick

ing

steamboat-Comte de

Jouffroy,

1783.

tired to her own room, most likely to indulge

of the projections,

Miller, resulted, in 1787, in the successful use

G.

The

steamed

from

in that great balm for feminine griefs, "a

fins during the upward and downward move

good cry;" and all this m isery and distress

ment of the vessel through the rolling of the

Experiments

conducted

about

of a steam engine, by Miller,

the

same

Taylor, and

ed steamboat-Hulls', 1736.
which

Thames,

London to Glasgow in 1815.

H.

Modern

and the yielding elastic

a ves.el by paddle

Chinese drawing of an English steamboat.

the result on an unsound egg!

Had there

sea, and corresponding movement of the wa

wheels, which worked one before the other in

I. Bellford's drum vessel, carrying the ma

been an "Oonoscope" in that household, no

ter, and thus propel the vessel in her course.

Symington,

to propel

such uncomfortable event could have hap

The invention was patented this week, and

the fr
i st practical steam vessel, is still pre

mode of propelling ,by water rising in sponge

pened.

the claim will be found on.another page.

served by Mr.

round a wheel.

the anxious reader.

the center of the boat.
Bennet

The engine of this,
Woodcroft, Superin

chinery and cargo inside.
K.

J.

C ongreve's

Silvester's feathering

tendent of Specitlcations at the Great Seal

floats (1729), worked by

Patent Office, and it may now be seen at the

ions.

Patent Museum in K ensington.

(1819), kept vertical by a heavy ring.

The

Charlotte

Dundas

C lyde caual in 1801.

was bnilt

on the

Although Fulton used

L.

the Clermont, in

1807,

spindles and pin

feathering

We will explain.

an entirely novel instrument for testing the .

paddles

quality of eggs, and consist£ of a sm,lll or

M.

large box, A, Fig. 1, which shows the method
of using it, having a top,

clined jointed shaft.

a number of holes, into which the eggs are

4.��
.
�.
__
-----

placed, small end downwards. Two eye pieces,

______

C, enable the observer to look into the box,

was the

and exclude all light, except

that country.

In 1809, the Fulton the First,

comes through the eggs themselves.

steam-frigate,

was

ror, D, seen in the section,

launched at 'New York.

the Comet in 1811, at Glasgow, and

used it regularly for traffic next year.
1815, Dr. Dodd steamed from

Fig.

that

which
A mir

2, is placed

In

are reflected by the light which passes through

Glasgow by

them, and they are seen on the mirror with
all the imperfections or signs of decay which

a stormy passage of 758 nautical miles in 121

may be in the albumen or yelk.

hours.

strument is accompanied by a fnll description
navigation was

France in 1815.

Iu 1818,

introduced

into

of their use,

and the

Each in

methods of detecting

bad eggs.
These instruments are cheap and simple,

Napier's steam

packets ran regnlarly betweeu Greeuock and
Belfast.

INVENTORS, MILLWRIGHTS. FARMERS
AND MANUFACTURERS.
FOURTEEN TH YEARl

at an angle in the box, and on to this the eggs

Dnblin to London in the Thames, which made

Steam

I

B, perforated with

first that plied so as to be remunerative in

nell built

It is

Galloway'S additional paddle-wheel on an in

a steamer on the Seine in 1803 and another in
America,

Lambert's

"But what is an Oonoscope?" asks

It is said that, in 1819, the Savan

PROSPECTUS OF THE

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
This valuable and widely circulated journal entered
upon it. FOURTEENTH YEAR on the 11th of S ep
te mber.

It is an Illustrated Periodic.al, devot.ed to tne pJomul

gation Qf information relating to the various ME01iIANI�

GAL and CHEMIOAL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AGRfCULTURF,

PATENTS, INVENTIONS, ENGINEERING, MILL WORK, and

all intere,ts which the light of PRAOTIOAL S('lENOE is

and no household should be without either a

calculated

lineated a n d described in its issue'S, so that, as respects

nah steamed from New York to Liverpool, but

large or small one, according to the number

the assertion is very questionable. The Comet

of eggs used in the family.

first carried the Admiralty pennant in 1822.

much annoyance and

They will save

ill temper, and are much

to advance.

All the most valuahle patented discoveries are de

inventions, it may be justly Iegarded as an Illustrated
Repel·tory, where the inventor may learn what has been

done before him in the same field which he is exploring,

In 1825, the Emerprise steamed from England

surer than the common hand test, by which

and where he may publish to the world a knowledge of

to Calcutta

the eggs are held up to the light in the hand,

his own achievements.

in

113 days.

Guns

were

first

and i t i s often difficult to decide accurately

carried by the steamer Salamander in 1832.

Wi t h respect t o the various positions of pad

die-wheels, it will be observed that most of

on the quality.
How

many a time

has a pudding bMn

those in earliest use were placed a t each end

spoiled, and

of a shaft across the vessel.

changed to vinegar by a bad Agg!

In Hull's plan

the milk of

human kindness
How often

Henry Burt, of Newark, N. J., is the in
ventor, and

I. S. Clough, 231 Pearl street,

mah (1785), Miller (1787), and Symington

house all smlles and pleasantry, until some

lars.

(1801), phced the wheels in a passage inside

dish came upon the table-the dish, perhaps,

the vessel open to

In Phillip's

upon whose perfection she especially prid�d

plan (1821) a wheel on deck turned on a ver

herself--and tl'e fr
i st taste pronounced it un

a novelty in ships, which enables the up-and

tical axis, and each float folded up to pass

fit to eat, for the eggs were not fresh!

What

down motion, from the rolling of the sea, or

over the vessel.

a study for a physiognomist to observe the

other causes, to aid in propelling the vessel.

New Metho<l of Constructing Ships.

D. Vrooman, of Hudson, Ohio, has invented

Sharples

hostess' face, then to see the clouds gathering

The invention consists in forming projections

(1821) worked his wbeel against the air;

on her forehead, the black looks at the do

on the bow, bilge, and counter of ships, whose

Harsleben (1826) placed the paddle shaft at

mestics,

disagreeableness

sides shall be parallel with the keel, and

an angle to the horizon; Robertson (1829)

which replaced, with the suddeness of an ava

whose upper and lower surfaces incline at

and Perkins (1829) kept it horizontal, but

lanch, her former geniality.

The meal is

corresponding angles at their rear termina

inclined to the line of the keel, and the floats

quickly brought to a close, the succeeding

tions, and attaching to their wedge-shaped

and

tho

general

this

�n advance ofaU otller p'ubUcations.

Mechanics, Inventors, Engineers, Chemists, Manu

whom may be addressed for fllrther pa.rticu-

cal axes were frequently patented.

These Patent Claims are furnished

1"'per, and puhlished in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

facturers, Agriculturists, and people in every professi.on

have we sat down to dinner, the lady of the

Submerged wheels on verti-

PATENT CLAIMS.

from the Patent Office Records exrressly for

New York, is agent in this city, either of

(1736) the wheel was behind the stern; Bra

the water.

Reports of American Patenb! granted are also l'u b
lished every week, incl uding o.'ftcwl copies of all the
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